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TOMORROW’S TECHNOLOGY FOR TODAY’S SECURITY

High Performance System 
Checkpoint Security: Baggage and Parcel Inspection

XIS-6545

TRANSPORTATION

PORTS & BORDERS

CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Airport entrances and perimeters, 

air cargo, and checkpoint technology.

Border control, sea ports, and 

other large cargo sectors.

Access control for prisons, courthouses, 

mailrooms, hotel entrances and 

military bases.

The XIS-6545 is the ultimate X-Ray Inspection System with a 

tunnel opening of 65.0 cm x 45.1 cm (25.6” x 17.8”). Designed 

for small to medium sized objects, the XIS-6545 is the first product 

ever manufactured by Astrophysics and is characterized by its 

reliability, optimal dimensions and effective threat detection.

Ultimately, the XIS-6545 is a cost effective scanning solution for 

courthouses, prisons, hospitals and airport checkpoints with a 

standard 160kV generator.

Among the most commonly sold XIS units, the XIS-6545 is a 

quality checkpoint system featuring Astrophysics superior XIS 

software and maximized throughput.

All Astrophysics X-ray Inspection Systems are equipped with 

Real-Time Diagnostics, a unique Astrophysics feature which 

allows users to monitor system health. This software was spe-

cifically engineered to save you valuable time and money. 

If requested, Astrophysics would also be able to connect to 

your system and troubleshoot any issues remotely.

An exclusive Astrophysics option is our 6 Color Imaging, which 

enables operators to view screened objects in 6 colors, each 

color correlating to a specific range of Atomic Z-Numbers. 6 

Color Imaging enables operators to achieve optimal material 

identification which improves throughputs. 

Astrophysics is committed to providing quality products and 

services nationwide. We listen to our customers and offer cus-

tomizations and order flexibility based on their needs.  

Backed by a team of engineers from our City of Industry, 

California center of excellence headquarters, Astrophysics 

designs cutting-edge X-ray screening technology for detect-

ing weapons and contraband for transportation, ports, bor-

ders, critical infrastructure and other industries that present 

security risks.  

Astrophysics is headquartered in the United States and main-

tains a global presence with service delivery worldwide.

Astrophysics is committed to global safety and is proud to 

present this new age of screening security—driving the indus-

try into the technology of tomorrow.





TOMORROW’S TECHNOLOGY FOR TODAY’S SECURITY

High Performance System 
Checkpoint Security: Baggage and Parcel Inspection

6545VI

TRANSPORTATION

PORTS & BORDERS

CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Airport entrances and perimeters, 

air cargo, and checkpoint technology.

Border control, sea ports, and 

other large cargo sectors.

Access control for prisons, courthouses, 

mailrooms, hotel entrances and 

military bases.

The 6545VI is undoubtedly the highest performance system in 

its class. The 6545VI has an upgraded frame with stainless steel 

accents, tunnel extensions, and service friendly paneling, complete 

with a Mobile Monitor Stand for a sleek new aesthetic.

With advanced VI software, dual 24” Jitter Free Monitors and a 

180 kV generator, the 6545VI generates high definition images 

with unparalleled clarity and penetration. This technology increases 

screening reliability and optimizes detection accuracy and throughput.

The 6545VI integrates advanced threat detection, user-friendly 

interface, mobility, and an inspired design for a high quality product.

With a Windows® 7 Operating System and an Intel iCore 7 

Processor, the VI Series features an entirely new computer 

and system processor. This new platform increases multi-task 

functionality so the system processes faster and more effectively.

The VI Series provides the latest Data Acquisition System (DAS) 

for reduced electro-magnetic interference and improved noise 

immunity. This DAS technology enhances image clarity for better 

steel penetration and wire resolution. 

Finally, VI Software Revision 3.0 increases zoom capability and 

resolution by utilizing true data so images are not stretched or 

distorted. 

Astrophysics has the fastest delivery times. We offer immediate 

screening solutions with unparalleled order flexibility and 

customization. 

Astrophysics is headquartered in the United States, but maintains 

multiple field offices worldwide for localized support. 

For your convenience, we retain a dedicated Sales and 

Service team committed to providing a personalized and timely 

response.

Backed by a team of experts with more than 100 years of 

combined industry experience, Astrophysics has the expansive 

knowledge you expect, all with a focus on X-Ray that assures 

customers the VI product is the industry best.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



TOMORROW’S TECHNOLOGY FOR TODAY’S SECURITY

Low Conveyor for Heavy Object Scanning
Checkpoint Security: Baggage and Parcel Inspection

XIS-5878

TRANSPORTATION

PORTS & BORDERS

CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Airport entrances and perimeters, 

air cargo, and checkpoint technology.

Border control, sea ports, and 

other large cargo sectors.

Access control for prisons, courthouses, 

mailrooms, hotel entrances and 

military bases.

The XIS-5878 X-Ray Inspection System has tunnel dimensions 

of 58.4 cm x 78.3 cm (23.0” x 31.0”). The XIS-5878 features 

a low conveyor height of 30.0 cm (12.0”) to expedite the 

loading and unloading of screening objects. The XIS-5878 is 

well suited for airports, government facilities, and sites with 

heavy inspection parcels.

The XIS-5878 has unmatched efficency in a compact frame. 

The XIS-5878 supports 165 kg (360 lbs) and includes 

a standard 180kV generator for increased penetration 

capabilities.

With a convenient conveyor height and high performance 

technology, the XIS-5878 is ideal for security sites where 

screening of wheeled or heavy objects is required.

All Astrophysics X-ray Inspection Systems are equipped with 

Real-Time Diagnostics, a unique Astrophysics feature which 

allows users to monitor system health. This software was spe-

cifically engineered to save you valuable time and money. 

If requested, Astrophysics would also be able to connect to 

your system and troubleshoot any issues remotely.

An exclusive Astrophysics option is our 6 Color Imaging, which 

enables operators to view screened objects in 6 colors, each 

color correlating to a specific range of Atomic Z-Numbers. 6 

Color Imaging enables operators to achieve optimal material 

identification which improves throughputs. 

Astrophysics is committed to providing quality products and 

services nationwide. We listen to our customers and offer cus-

tomizations and order flexibility based on their needs.  

Backed by a team of engineers from our City of Industry, 

California center of excellence headquarters, Astrophysics 

designs cutting-edge X-ray screening technology for detect-

ing weapons and contraband for transportation, ports, bor-

ders, critical infrastructure and other industries that present 

security risks.  

Astrophysics is headquartered in the United States and main-

tains a global presence with service delivery worldwide.

Astrophysics is committed to global safety and is proud to 

present this new age of screening security—driving the indus-

try into the technology of tomorrow.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



TOMORROW’S TECHNOLOGY FOR TODAY’S SECURITY

Next Generation Technology

Checkpoint Security: Baggage and Parcel Inspection

7858VI

TRANSPORTATION

PORTS & BORDERS

CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Airport entrances and perimeters, 

air cargo, and checkpoint technology.

Border control, sea ports, and 

other large cargo sectors.

Access control for prisons, courthouses, 

mailrooms, hotel entrances and 

military bases.

The 7858VI combines the VI Series performance with a larger 

screening capacity. The 7858VI is complete with stainless steel 

accents and a Mobile Monitor Stand, complimented by an 

impressive suite of software and hardware advancements for 

unrivaled image manipulation and quality. 

With its ideal design, the 7858VI maximizes baggage and parcel 

screening with a minimized system profile. Matched with VI Series 

technology and a standard 180 kV generator, the 7858VI boasts 

heightened material identification and increased throughput.

The 7858VI is your solution to sleek screening of larger objects 

with fast and accurate threat detection.

With a Windows® 7 Operating System and an Intel iCore 7 

Processor, the VI Series features an entirely new computer 

and system processor. This new platform increases multi-task 

functionality so the system processes faster and more effectively.

The VI Series provides the latest Data Acquisition System (DAS) 

for reduced electro-magnetic interference and improved noise 

immunity. This DAS technology enhances image clarity for better 

steel penetration and wire resolution. 

VI Software Revision 3.0 increases zoom capability and resolution 

by utilizing true data so images are not stretched or distorted. 

Backed by a team of experts with more than 100 years of 

combined industry experience, Astrophysics has the expansive 

knowledge you expect, all with a focus on X-Ray that assures 

customers the VI product is the industry best.

Astrophysics has the fastest delivery times. We offer immediate 

screening solutions with unparalleled order flexibility and 

customization. 

Astrophysics is headquartered in the United States, but maintains 

multiple field offices worldwide for localized support. 

For your convenience, we also retain a dedicated Sales and 

Service team committed to providing a personalized and timely 

response 24/7.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



TOMORROW’S TECHNOLOGY FOR TODAY’S SECURITY

Dual View Technology

Pallet and Cargo Inspection

XIS-1517DV

TRANSPORTATION

PORTS & BORDERS

CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Airport entrances and perimeters, 

air cargo, and checkpoint technology.

Border control, sea ports, and 

other large cargo sectors.

Access control for prisons, courthouses, 

mailrooms, hotel entrances and 

military bases.

The XIS-1517DV is a high capacity X-Ray Inspection System 

with extended tunnel dimensions 150.0 cm x 170.2 cm 

(59.0” x 67.0”). The XIS-1517DV utilizes two x-ray sources to 

generate two independent perspectives for increased object 

identification of large cargo and pallet inspection.

Featuring a heavy duty roller bed and rugged construction, 

the XIS-1517DV can support 2000 kg (4409 lbs). The XIS-

1517DV consistently delivers outstanding performance and 

retains a high throughput value.

Matched with Astrophysics exclusive software and superior 

technology, the XIS-1517DV is the quality system for your 

large scale screening needs.

All Astrophysics X-ray Inspection Systems are equipped with 

Real-Time Diagnostics, a unique Astrophysics feature which 

allows users to monitor system health. This software was spe-

cifically engineered to save you valuable time and money. 

If requested, Astrophysics would also be able to connect to 

your system and troubleshoot any issues remotely.

An exclusive Astrophysics option is our 6 Color Imaging, which 

enables operators to view screened objects in 6 colors, each 

color correlating to a specific range of Atomic Z-Numbers. 6 

Color Imaging enables operators to achieve optimal material 

identification which improves throughputs. 

Astrophysics is committed to providing quality products and 

services nationwide. We listen to our customers and offer cus-

tomizations and order flexibility based on their needs.  

Backed by a team of engineers from our City of Industry, 

California center of excellence headquarters, Astrophysics 

designs cutting-edge X-ray screening technology for detect-

ing weapons and contraband for transportation, ports, bor-

ders, critical infrastructure and other industries that present 

security risks.  

Astrophysics is headquartered in the United States and main-

tains a global presence with service delivery worldwide.

Astrophysics is committed to global safety and is proud to 

present this new age of screening security—driving the indus-

try into the technology of tomorrow.



TOMORROW’S TECHNOLOGY FOR TODAY’S SECURITY

Extended Tunnel for High Capacitiy Screening
Pallet and Cargo Inspection

XIS-1818

TRANSPORTATION

PORTS & BORDERS

CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Airport entrances and perimeters, 

air cargo, and checkpoint technology.

Border control, sea ports, and 

other large cargo sectors.

Access control for prisons, courthouses, 

mailrooms, hotel entrances and 

military bases.

The XIS-1818 is a high capacity X-Ray Inspection System with 

extended tunnel dimensions 180.3 cm x 180.5 cm (71.0” x 

71.1”). The XIS-1818 is designed for large cargo and pallet 

inspection at airports and seaports, but is ideal for any 

location where large scale security screening is required.

Featuring a heavy duty roller bed and rugged construction, 

the XIS-1818 can support 3000 kg (6614 lbs). The XIS-1818 

consistently delivers outstanding performance and retains a 

high throughput value.

Matched with Astrophysics exclusive software and superior 

technology, the XIS-1818 is the quality system for your large 

scale screening needs.

All Astrophysics X-ray Inspection Systems are equipped with 

Real-Time Diagnostics, a unique Astrophysics feature which 

allows users to monitor system health. This software was spe-

cifically engineered to save you valuable time and money. 

If requested, Astrophysics would also be able to connect to 

your system and troubleshoot any issues remotely.

An exclusive Astrophysics option is our 6 Color Imaging, which 

enables operators to view screened objects in 6 colors, each 

color correlating to a specific range of Atomic Z-Numbers. 6 

Color Imaging enables operators to achieve optimal material 

identification which improves throughputs. 

Astrophysics is committed to providing quality products and 

services nationwide. We listen to our customers and offer cus-

tomizations and order flexibility based on their needs.  

Backed by a team of engineers from our City of Industry, 

California center of excellence headquarters, Astrophysics 

designs cutting-edge X-ray screening technology for detect-

ing weapons and contraband for transportation, ports, bor-

ders, critical infrastructure and other industries that present 

security risks.  

Astrophysics is headquartered in the United States and main-

tains a global presence with service delivery worldwide.

Astrophysics is committed to global safety and is proud to 

present this new age of screening security—driving the indus-

try into the technology of tomorrow.





TOMORROW’S TECHNOLOGY FOR TODAY’S SECURITY

High Energy Portal

Truck and Cargo Container Inspections

HXP-75

TRANSPORTATION

PORTS & BORDERS

CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Airport entrances and perimeters, 

air cargo, and checkpoint technology.

Border control, sea ports, and 

other large cargo sectors.

Access control for prisons, courthouses, 

mailrooms, hotel entrances and 

military bases.

The HXP-75 Integrated Portal System (HXP) enables the rapid 

and effective screening of trucks and trailers with minimum 

interruption to the movement of goods. It is designed for ease 

of operation and maintenance, thus making it a cost-effective 

solution for transport scanning. This is achieved by using 

technologies already tested and proven in numerous X-ray 

systems and deployed at sites all around the world.

The HXP’s Betatron X-ray source is used in similar high-energy 

cargo screening units and is ideally suited for portal systems. 

The HXP uses the Betatron to scan entire trucks as they drive 

through the system. The automatic scan process is configured 

to scan truck cabins at lower 2 MeV energies resulting in 

lower radiation exposures for the driver. As the cabin passes 

through the system the generator automatically switches to 

a higher 7.5 MeV for better penetration when scanning the 

trailer.

The system can penetrate 320 mm of steel and achieves 

spatial resolution of 5 mm. Each HXP is configured with 

Astrophysics’ advanced imaging software and standard 

features that include Picture Perfect Imaging, Material 

Discrimination, and Image Annotation. If a site requires multiple 

units, HXPs are networkable and can be linked together using 

the Astrophysics AMS. Optional features including license 

plate readers and under vehicle inspection systems (UVIS) can 

be incorporated to ensure each HXP is customized to meet its 

specific inspection mission.

All Astrophysics X-ray Inspection Systems are equipped with 

Real-Time Diagnostics, a unique Astrophysics feature which 

allows users to monitor system health. This software was spe-

cifically engineered to save you valuable time and money. If 

requested, Astrophysics would also be able to connect to the 

HXP and troubleshoot any issues remotely.

Astrophysics is committed to providing quality products and 

services around the world. Backed by a team of engineers 

from our Southern California headquarters, Astrophysics 

designs cutting-edge X-ray screening technology that pro-

tects lives, secures property and helps make the world a 

safer place.
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